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A BILL INTITULED

AN Aer to vest certain Land in the Wellington Harbour Board, and Tible.
to authorise the Board to reclaim such Land from the Sea.

BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand
5 in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows :-

1. The Short Title of this Act is " The Wellington Harbour Short Title.
Board Reclamation and Empowering Aet, 1903."

2. In the construction of this Act, if not inconsistent with the Interpretation.
1() context,-

" The Board " means the Wellington Harbour Board, as
constituted under " The Wellington Harbour Board Act,
1079," and its amendments :

" The Act " means and includes " The Harbours Act, 1878,"
15 and its amendments.

3. This Aet shall be deemed to be a special Act within the Special Act.
meaning of the Aet.

4. The Board may, subject to the provisions of the Aet, from Power to reclaim.
time to time fill up and reclaim from the sea the land described in

20 the Schedule hereto, and may for that purpose, if it thinks fit, enter
into any contract or contracts with any person or persons for the
execution of all or any works which may be necessary or expedient
in or about the filling-up and reclamation of such land as aforesaid,
upon such terms and conditions as may seem to it proper and

25 reasonable.
5. The land described in the Schedule shall vest in the Board for Vesting land in

the purposes for which the Board is constituted. Board.
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Schedule,

2 Welli,69ton lic,rbour Board Reclamation and -Empowering

SCHEDULE,

ALI. that piece of land being portion of the bed of the Harbour of Port Nicholson
lying to the eastward of Waterloo Quay, containing an area, of 91 acres and 6
perches. Commencing at a point " G," as, shown on the plan hereinafter referred to,
the said point being the northernmost point of the area vested in the Wellington
Harbour Board by Order in Council, 25th April, 1887, under the Dowers granted by
section 3 of " The Special Powers and Contracts Act, 1886 " ; thence bounded by a
line on a bearing of 127° 6' 46" for *1 distance of 547·4 links to the point " F," and
thence by a line on a bearing of 2170 8' 30" for a distance of 1500 links to the point
" E," the two said lines being the northern and part of the eastern boundaries of the
aforesaid area vested in the Wellington Harbour Board by Order in Council ; thence
681·84 links on a «bearing of 78° 57' to the point "D"; thence. 1970·11 links on a
bearing of 37° 8' 30" to the point "C"; thence 1422·91 links on a bearing of
348° 57'to the point "B"; thence 1816·06 links on a bearing of 217° 8' 30" to the
point "H"; and thence 125·67 links on a bearing of 189° 18' 53" to the starting-
point at "G"; be the said area, hearings, and distances a little more or less : as the
same is delineated and edged in pink on the plan deposited at the office of the Marine
Department at Wellington, and marked " M.D. 9636."
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